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Something old,  
something new



Announcements
Quiz 5 on Wednesday
     Worth 20% 

     Comprehensive
     Closed book
     8-10 questions
     60-90 minutes
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Something old

Let’s tie this all together.



Let’s start with Vannevar 
Bush in 1945
MIT Professor who established the social contract for science: government funds 
universities, universities do basic science, basic science benefits the national interest

Bush had been in charge of the scientific effort for WWII, and returning to peacetime, 
was left thinking about what role technology really should play in society.



Subtitle

As We May Think
Vannevar Bush, 1945

YO
U READ THIS



As We May Think
Vannevar Bush, 1945
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The Memex
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“There is a new profession of trail blazers, those 
who find delight in the task of establishing useful trails 
through the enormous mass of the common record. 
The inheritance from the master becomes, not only 
his additions to the world’s record, but for his 
disciples the entire scaffolding by which they were 
erected.”
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“Wholly new forms of encyclopedias will appear, 
ready-made with a mesh of associative trails running 
through them.”



Memex inspires  
Ivan Sutherland

Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963



Sketchpad
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Sketchpad
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Sketchpad
Ivan Sutherland



Sword of Damocles
Ivan Sutherland



Bush and Sutherland inspire  
Doug Engelbart

Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963
Engelbart: 1968

Reads Bush’s article right after 
starting as a Navy technician



Subtitle

Engelbart Institute



NLS: Mouse, Hypertext
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Subtitle

NLS Demo 
Doug Engelbart, 1968



Subtitle

SRI



Licklider man-machine symbiosis

20

IRE TRANSACTIONS ON HUMiAN FACTORS IN ELECTRONICMr;h

Man-Computer Symbiosis*
J. C. R. LICKLIDERt

Summary-Man-computer symbiosis is an expected develop-
ment in cooperative interaction between men and electronic
computers. It will involve very close coupling between the
human and the electronic members of the partnership. The main
aims are 1) to let computers facilitate formulative thinking as

they now facilitate the solution of formulated problems, and 2)
to enable men and computers to cooperate in making decisions
and controlling complex situations without inflexible dependence
on predetermined programs. In the anticipated symbiotic part-
nership, men will set the goals, formulate the hypotheses, deter-
mine the criteria, and perform the evaluations. Computing
machines will do the routinizable work that must be done to
prepare the way for insights and decisions in technical and
scientific thinking. Preliminary analyses indicate that the sym-

biotic partnership will perform intellectual operations much
more effectively than man alone can perform them. Prerequisites
for the achievement of the effective, cooperative association
include developments in computer time sharing, in memory

components, in memory organization, in programming lan-
guages, and in input and output equipment.

1. INTRODUCTION
A..ipibiosis
r v HE fig tree is pollinated only by the insect Bla.sto-

/li(aJa gr'ossor'ItnR2. Tile larva of time insect lives in
the ovary of the fig tr ee, and tlhere it gets its

food. The tree andl time insect, ar e thus heavily inter-
dle)epndent: the tree cannot. relrodluce xvitlhout the insect;
the insect cannot eat wsitlhout the tree; together, tlheyr
consitutte not only a vialile but a productive and thriving
p)artnershilp. This cooperative "living togethler in inti-
mnate association, or even close uinioni, of txvo dissimiiilar
organismnis" is called symliiosis.1

Man-computer symbiosis is a stibelass of man-

imaeline systemns." There ar e many milani- machl-inie sys-

temiis. At present, hoxvever, there are no mnan-comliuter
svimbioses. The piurposes of this paper are to present
the concept and, hopefully, to foster the development of
man-computer symbiosis a-Ilalyzin;g some probilem's
of interaction between miien an(I computing machines.,
calling attention to ap)plicable prineililes of miian-machline
eniginiecring, anci l)ointing otit a fex- quiestions to which

resetarch ansxvers are needledl. The hoiie is tlhat, in not
too many years, humiiiian blrain.s and computing imiachiines

MaNinuscrlipt receivedl by the PGHFEk Jmnuary 13. 1960; re-
vise(l manuscript received, Januiary 18. 1960. The backgrouind
worik on which this paper is basdcl wv'as suipported largely by the
Behavioral Sciences Di-isioni, Air Force Office of Scientific Re-
searcl,'Air Research and Development Command, thiotigh Con-
tract No. AF-49(638)-355.

t Bolt Ber-anek and Newiman Inc., Caml1br idge, ailss.
1 "Welister's New International Dietionary," 2n(l e(i., G. andl C.

Mlerriam Co., Springfield, Mass., p. 2555; 1958.

'iIi lie coupled together very tiglhtly, anid tlclt. the ie-
suilting partnershil) xvill tliink as ino hluimian brain has
ever tlhotiglit and process data in a way not approached
by the information-handling machinies w-e kniow todlay.

P). Betwveen? "'Mechanicalt E.Lxted11e(Ilanand'l
"'A rtificial In telliyen ce'
As a concelpt, mnaii-computer syml)iosis is diflerent inI

an important way frioimiwhaIt North2 has called "ie-
chanicallyv extendeci imian." In the miiain-mlaelline sNsteims
of the l)ast, the lhtumiian operator suI)l)lie(l the initiative,
the (dlirection, the integration, an1 the criterion. Th1e
imiechlaIiceal l)arts of thie syst'ems wvere mnere extellnsions.
fir;st. of the lhumiiani armii. tlhen of the hluiima-n eye. These
sy.stems certalinly did Inot con,sist. of "dissimilar organ-
isms livinog together . There wa-as onfly, one kiindl of
organlism-man1landl. the rest was there onlyv to help

In onie sense of cotur.se, any mlaii-iiia(le system is ill-
tended to lhell) mlan, to hielp) a imaan or iien outsidle the
svstemi. If wN-e focus upon the htumi-ani operator (s) w\ithIinl
the system, however, w-e see that, in some areas of tech-i-
nology, a fanitastic clhainge lias takenl)lace cluring, the
last, few y7ears. "Mlechanical extension" hias given way
to replacement of miien, to automatio, an(l the miieni wh-llo
remain are tlher e more to liel) tlhani to be helped. In
sonce instances, particularly in large comp)uter-centeredl
in formiiiatioIn andi contirol systems. thle hiumiian operators
arle resl)onsiile mainly for functions thiat it mroved ini-
feasibile to automiiate. Such11svstenis ('humanlv extenidedl
mnachines', Noirtlh iimiglht call them) arc nIot symii'iotiC
systems. Tlhe are "semi-aut,omatic' systems, systems
th1at! stcarted otit, to he fully atutoiimatic hut, fe sllor t of
thle gotal.

MI\an-computer symbiosis is prol)al)ly not the ultimIate
par.adigmin for complex technological systems. It, seeins
entit-ely )ossible tlat, in dlue course, electronic oi' chem-
ic;al "'miacllines' vill outdo thle lhunmai brain in m-iost of
thlle fullntions we now consi(der exclusivelv wN-ithlini its>
province. Even now, (eclernter's IBAI-704 pr'ogramil forl
pr'oving theorems In plane geometry lp)roceedls at talout
tihe same pace as Brooklyn hiiglh selool students, awld
makes silmilar errors.3 There are, in fact, several thieoiell-e-

2J. D. Northi, 'The rational behlavior of mechanically extended
man," Boulton Paul Aircraft Ltd.. Wolverhampton. Eng.; Sep-
tenmber, 1954.

2 H. Gelernter, "Realization of a. G(eomnetnr Theorem Pro-ing
Machine." ITnesco, NS, ICIP, 1.6.6, Internatl. Conf. on Informna-
tioil Proves-s.ing, Paris.i, France: Jine. 1959.

4 lHarch.

Authorized licensed use limited to: Cornell University. Downloaded on September 6, 2009 at 23:16 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 



Engelbart inspires 
Sutherland’s PhD advisee 
Alan Kay
Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963
Engelbart: 1968

Kay: 1972



Dynabook 
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“The best way to 
predict the future 
is to invent it”



Xerox Star draws on 
Engelbart’s and Kay’s ideas

Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963
Engelbart: 1968

Kay: 1972
Xerox Star : 1981



Xerox Star
Invented or popularized: 

Desktop metaphor
Direct manipulation
Bitmapped display
Windows
WYSIWYG
Two-button mouse
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Xerox Star
The Xerox Star’s 
ancestors and 
descendants  
[Johnson et al. 1989]
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Steve Jobs, 1990

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNC8LEj5X4U&t=1974s


Steve Jobs, 1995

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7aUJyJbJMw


Meanwhile, in Pittsburgh…

Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963
Engelbart: 1968

Newell: 1971
Kay: 1972
Xerox Star : 1981
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Stu Card does his PhD with 
Allen Newell

Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963
Engelbart: 1968

Newell: 1971
Kay: 1972
Xerox Star : 1981

Psych. of HCI: 1983



GOMS
Book:  The 
Psychology of 
Human-Computer 
Interaction

Popularized the 
term human-
computer 
interaction

Engineering science 
of HCI
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CHI becomes a conference

Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963
Engelbart: 1968

Newell: 1971
Kay: 1972
Xerox Star : 1981

Psych. of HCI: 1983
First CHI: 1982/83
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Direct manipulation

Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963
Engelbart: 1968

Newell: 1971
Kay: 1972
Xerox Star : 1981

Psych. of HCI: 1983
First CHI: 1982/83
Direct manip.: 1985



Gulfs of execution and 
evaluation [Hutchins, Hollan, and Norman 1985]

Direct manipulation: act directly on visible objects via physical, 
reversible, incremental actions 
Argument: direct manipulation is a good idea because it minimizes 
semantic gulfs that users must traverse

Execution: how do I do this?
Evaluation: what does this feedback mean?
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Theoretical accounts of HCI 
arise

Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963
Engelbart: 1968

Newell: 1971
Kay: 1972
Xerox Star : 1981

Psych. of HCI: 1983
First CHI: 1982/83
Direct manip.: 1985

Winograd: 1986
Suchman: 1987



Breaks from AI
Terry Winograd, an NLP faculty 
member at Stanford, teams up with 
philosopher Fernando Flores
The result: a philosophical account 
drawing on phenomenology to argue 
that AI is not a path to success

Being-in-the-world and thrownness: 
we are embedded in our activities 
and environments until we are pulled 
out of them by a breakdown
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Breaks from AI
In 1991, Terry founds the Project on 
People, Computers, and Design, 
starting HCI at Stanford.
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Breaks from AI
Lucy Suchman, an anthropologist at PARC, 
studies the technologies being developed 
[1988]
The result: an argument that AIs, which 
follow plans, cannot succeed in complex 
environments, which require situated 
action 

Anthropological comparison: how people 
perform wayfinding
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The field starts looking 
familiar to 347 students…

Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963
Engelbart: 1968

Newell: 1971
Kay: 1972
Xerox Star : 1981

Psych. of HCI: 1983
First CHI: 1982/83
Direct manip.: 1985

Winograd: 1986
Suchman: 1987



Design
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Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963
Engelbart: 1968

Newell: 1971
Kay: 1972
Xerox Star : 1981

Psych. of HCI: 1983
First CHI: 1982/83
Direct manip.: 1985

Winograd: 1986
Suchman: 1987

Wizard of Oz: 1980

Reflective 
Practitioner: 1983

Design of Everyday 
Things: 1988



Ubicomp

42

Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963
Engelbart: 1968

Newell: 1971
Kay: 1972
Xerox Star : 1981

Psych. of HCI: 1983
First CHI: 1982/83
Direct manip.: 1985

Winograd: 1986
Suchman: 1987

First UIST: 1988

Computer for 
the 21st 
Century: 1991



Social

43

Bush: 1945
Sutherland: 1963
Engelbart: 1968

Newell: 1971
Kay: 1972
Xerox Star : 1981

Psych. of HCI: 1983
First CHI: 1982/83
Direct manip.: 1985

Winograd: 1986
Suchman: 1987

First CSCW: 1986

Beyond Being 
There: 1992



Inheritance of the Memex

44

Sketchpad [Sutherland] NLS [Engelbart] Model Human
Processor [Card et al.]

Dynabook [Kay]



And further… [Bødker 2006]

Second wave HCI
90s–00s

Focus on work 
Groups of people using 
a collection of applications
Ubicomp, CSCW

Third wave HCI
00s-10s

Multiplicity: of use contexts 
and application types
Makers, crowds, religion, 
assistive, ICT4D, …

First wave HCI
80s-90s

Cognitive science
Human factors
Models, pointing



Second wave HCI
90s–00s

Focus on work 
Groups of people using 
a collection of applications
Ubicomp, CSCW

Third wave HCI
00s-10s

Multiplicity: of use contexts 
and application types
Makers, crowds, religion, 
assistive, ICT4D, …

Fourth wave HCI
?

My hope: A return to 
cognitive/social theory with 
connections to design (e.g. 
identifying design 
principles) 

Also interaction in society 
— normative positions on 
pro- and anti-social 
interaction contexts that 
we ought to empower

And further… [Bødker 2006]



Something new

I asked you what you wanted me to discuss. Here are some of the topics…





Ethics in HCI



Ethics
Why no clear code of conduct/ethics in HCI? 

Research on ethical uses of technology coalesces 
around the specific computing technologies:
   Deepfakes 
   Misinformation/Disinformation 
   Social Media 
   Crowd/Gig work 
   …

Ethical issues often context specific. Need to be 
considered and handled on a case-by-case basis.
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Jennifer Doudna - Nobel Prize 2020 for  
co-developing CRISPR.



Haptics and Brain-Computer 
Interfaces
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Subtitle



Subtitle



HCI in movies/popular 
media



Design and science fiction do much the same 
thing. Sci-fi uses characters in stories to describe 
a possible future. Similarly, the design process uses 
personas in scenarios to describe a possible 
interface. They’re both fiction. Interfaces only 
become fact when a product ships. 

The main differences between the two come 
from the fact that design mainly proposes 
what it thinks is best, and sci-fi is mostly 
meant to entertain. But because sci-fi can 
envision technology farther out, largely freed 
from real-world constraints, design can look to 
it for inspiration and ideas about what can be 
done today.



Minority Report 2002



Urp: a luminous-tangible workbench for urban planning and design.  
Underkoffler, Ishii. CHI ’99.

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=303114


Urp: a luminous-tangible workbench for urban planning and design.  
Underkoffler, Ishii. CHI ’99.

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=303114


Minority Report 2002
G-Speak. Underkloffer’s UI Company ca. 2008



Her. 2013



Closing



This class

Envisioning and understanding  
the future of interaction  
between people, society, and technology
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This class

Teaches foundational theories 
and modern frontiers
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This is not like other 
HCI classes.
Your goal is not just to fashion an alignment between people and technology.  

Your goal is to articulate, critique, and generate entirely new ideas about that 
relationship. 



Foundations and frontiers
You will learn the major theories and concepts that underpin HCI
You will engage in critical analyses of these theories and concepts
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Big ideas in HCI
Ubiquitous computing
Tangible computing
Ubicomp sensing pipeline
Commodity vs. infrastructure-
mediated sensing
Design fixation
Demand characteristics
Gulfs of execution and evaluation
Analogical transfer
Wicked problems
Participatory design
Design patterns
Reflective practitioner 68

Beyond being there
Grudin’s paradox
Distance matters
Socio-technical gap
Crowdsourcing / coordination at 
scale
The Johansen Matrix
Feminist HCI
AI vs. IA
Direction Manipulation vs. Agents
Mixed Initiative Interaction
End-user programming
Threshold and ceiling

Programming as problem 
representation
Design principles for visual 
communication
Encodings, marks, and visual 
variables
Graphical perception of 
information
Cognitive models
Embodied cognition
HCI methodological plurality
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